
WRITE A C PROGRAM FOR MATRIX ADDITION USING ARRAYS

Matrix addition in C: C program to add two matrices, i.e., compute the sum of two matrices and then print it. Firstly a
user will be asked to enter the order of matrix.

Note: For the sake of simplicity, this tutorial discusses 3D arrays only. In C99, dimensions must still be
positive integers, but variables can be used, so long as the variable has a positive value at the time the array is
declared. Another way of looking at this is that C stores two dimensional arrays by rows, with all elements of
a row being stored together as a single unit. Knowing this can sometimes lead to more efficient programs. C
programming language has been designed this way, so indexing from 0 is inherent to the language. Array
subscripts must be of integer type. This number is reached by multiplying the value of each dimension. The
complete Java program for addition of two matrices is given below. For a multi-dimensional array, all
dimensions except the first must be provided in a functions formal parameter list. Note that in the calculation
of max4, we have passed a two dimensional array containing two rows of three elements as if it were a single
dimensional array of six elements. Because arrays are passed by reference, there is generally no need for a
function to "return" an array. A 3D array is essentially an array of arrays of arrays: it's an array or collection of
2D arrays, and a 2D array is an array of 1D array. One Dimensional Arrays in C Array name in C language
behaves like a constant pointer and represents the base address of the array. I have divided elements
accordingly for easy understanding. A matrix can be represented in Java as a two dimensional array with the
length of the 2D array equal to the number of rows of the matrix and the length of the sub arrays equal to the
number of columns of the matrix. Arrays in C language are static type and thence the size of array cannot be
altered at runtime, but modern languages like Java, implement arrays as objects and give programmers facility
to resize them at runtime. The two operations are similar except for a small difference. Within the inner loop,
the input integers will be read using nextInt method of the scanner class and stored at position [i][j] of the
array. Can you see the power of declaring an array over variables? To demonstrate how arrays in C are
defined, and accessed by the item index? Following is a small program twoDimArrayDemo. There are certain
distinct rules which must be followed during matrix multiplication by manual method and by using
programming. By analogy, multi-dimensional arrays do not require the first dimension to be given if the array
is to be completely initialized. Finally, we print the matrices using a nested for loop. It takes the index that you
wish to access, multiplies it with the element size, adds this resulting offset to the base address of the array,
and finally dereferences the resulting pointer to get the desired element. We have also initialized the
multidimensional array with some integer values. If such a dimension is provided, the compiler will ignore it.
The reasons for this and the incentive to do this relate to memory-management issues that are beyond the
scope of these notes. Pictorial representation of array arr Elements stored in an array are accessed by following
the syntax "arrayName[index]" e. Array elements within valid range of matrix can be accessed by following
different syntaxes. As you know array name behaves like a constant pointer and points to the very first
element of the array. Now that you understand the computation of offset and then address of the element you
want to access. But it leaves the result as a pointer and you have to dereference it at your own. Below is the
pictorial representation of arr, where the array arr points to first element at location 0. The outer loop counter, i
ranges from 0 to the number of rows of the matrix while the inner loop counter, j ranges from 0 to the number
of columns of the matrix. As array name serves like a constant pointer, it cannot be changed during the course
of program execution. In Example 2: Array arr is a five-dimensional array. When an entire array is passed to a
function, the size of the array is usually passed as an additional argument. Multidimensional arrays may be
partially initialized by not providing complete initialization data. Some texts refer to one-dimensional arrays
as vectors, two-dimensional arrays as matrices, and use the general term arrays when the number of
dimensions is unspecified or unimportant. For subtraction, the same procedure is followed except that we
subtract the elements at [i][j] instead of adding them. Any element in the valid range of array can also be
accessed by adding the index of that element to the base address and it computes the same offset as it was
computed by square bracket syntax. The array does NOT change sizes later if the variable used to declare it
changes. It means that, if A and B are considered to be two matrices satisfying above condition, the product
AB is not equal to the product BA i. Note that the designated initializers do not need to appear in order.


